Exam Review Policy for Year 1 and 2 Courses

In an effort to provide expedited feedback to students after exams, exams administered in the first two years of medical school will be available for review online immediately after the close of an exam window. Students will be able to view their own exam, see the answer they chose and the correct answer. At the close of the exam window, the Year 1 or Year 2 Coordinator will release the exam for student viewing for 24 hours ONLY.

Other options for reviewing exams will continue to include:

- Making an appointment to go over the exam with the Course Director;
- Reviewing the exam hard copy that is posted on the bulletin board in the Office of Curriculum Support (OCS, ANN 1340) for 2-3 days after the exam window closes;
- Reviewing the exams binder in OCS, where exams are stored after they are taken down from the board in OCS. A student must make an appointment to review the binder and can do so by contacting the Office of Curriculum Support at 212-241-7057.